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Václav Havel
Biography
5. 10. 1936

2012

Born in Prague

t he Parliament of the Czech Republic

1960s

passed a special law declaring:

First theatre work, Divadlo ABC,

“Václav Havel served freedom and

Divadlo Na zábradlí, stage technician,

democracy.”

dramaturge, assistant director, writer

First wife Olga Havlová (died 1996),

of successful plays

second wife Dagmar Havlová-

1969–89

Veškrnová.

Censored and silenced author of stage

2003

plays, political essays and texts on

Václav Havel was awarded the

culture, the most prominent figure in

Presidential Medal of Freedom (USA

the Czechoslovak opposition, strong

highest honor) by President George W.

critic of social conditions, brewery

Bush

Václav Havel after a speech to both houses of the U.S. Congress, Washington D.C., 1990.

worker, co-founder of Charter 77 and

As a result of efforts made by Vaclav

Photo © AFP / Jerome Delay

the Committee for the Defence of the

Havel Library Foundation and American

Unjustly Prosecuted in Czechoslovakia,

Friends of the Czech Republic Board

1979–83 political prisoner

Members, on March 11th, 2014 the US

1989

House of Representatives unanimously

Political prisoner, leading figure in the

passed a bipartisan resolution (H.

peaceful overthrow of the Communist

Res. 506) paving the way for a bust of

regime and political changes in

President Vaclav Havel in Washington,

Czechoslovakia

D.C. “On the 25th anniversary of the

1989–92

Velvet Revolution, which liberated

P resident of the Czech and Slovak

his people and led to his election as

Federal Republic

president, we will gather to honor Havel

1993–2003

and all those whose sacrifices helped

On February 21, 1990, Václav Havel ad-

“The communist type of totalitarian sys-

President of the Czech Republic

bring down the Iron Curtain,” said

dressed a joint session of the U.S. Con-

tem has left both our nations, Czechs and

2004–2011

House Speaker John Boehner.

gress in his new capacity as Czechoslo-

Slovaks – as it has all the nations of the

Politically active citizen, essayist,

The bust, sculpted by Lubomir Janecka,

vak President. Under arrest less than

Soviet Union, and the other countries the

playwright

will be unveiled on November 19th,

four months before as a “subversive el-

Soviet Union subjugated in its time – a leg-

18. 12. 2011

2014 at the US Capitol, by Mrs. Dagmar

ement,” Havel was welcomed as a leader

acy of countless dead, an infinite spectrum

Died at his country home in Hrádeček

Havlova, the wife of the late Vaclav Havel.

of the Velvet Revolution that brought an

of human suffering, profound economic de-

end to totalitarian communist rule in

cline, and above all enormous human hu-

his country. In his speech, Havel com-

miliation. It has brought us horrors that,

mented:

fortunately, you have never known.

4

We, too, can offer something to you:
our experience and the knowledge that
has come out from it.

Prologue

5

At the same time – unintentionally, of

tasks ahead of us connected with the

course – it has given us something posi-

preservation of Havel’s legacy. There is

tive: a special capacity to look, from time

no doubt that he himself did his best to

to time, somewhat further than those who

honor his commitment. It is also true

have not undergone this bitter experi-

that the mission he launched here in

ence. Someone who cannot move and live

Washington, now almost 25 years ago,

a normal life because he is pinned under

must be conceived as a lasting task. It

a boulder has more time to think about his

was not completed during his lifetime

hopes than someone who is not trapped

and it is still not fully accomplished.

The Life:
Three Encounters
with America
Born in 1936 into a “bourgeois family”

– from its author, director and actors

– a detail, of course, that greatly disad-

through stagehands and other techni-

To understand what Havel meant by the

vantaged him in a society dedicated to

cal personnel as well as the audience

What I am trying to say is this: We must all

knowledge that can come from the expe-

building socialism – Havel was a teen-

– can be freed for at least a couple of

learn many things from you, from how to

rience of totalitarianism and, especially,

ager in the Stalinist era, with all of its

hours from the otherwise omnipresent

educate our offspring, how to elect our rep-

the relevance of this knowledge to those

revolutionary zealotry and persecution

ruling ideology and “purified” from its

resentatives, to how to organize our eco-

who have been lucky enough to live their

in the name of a “radiant future.” In his

debilitating impact. At the “On the Bal-

nomic life so that it will lead to prosperity

lives so far in a non-totalitarian world,

late teens and early twenties he lived

ustrade” theater, where he found his ar-

and not poverty. But this doesn’t have to be

we need only consult some of the major

through the process of “de-Staliniza-

tistic “home,” Havel observed a remark-

merely assistance from the well-educated,

turning points in his own life.

tion,” the gradual “thaw” that started

able social phenomenon: that a group of

after the dictator’s death.

people brought together in one place at

in this way.

the powerful, and the wealthy to those who

the same time can be transformed into

have nothing to offer in return.

Truth and love must
triumph over lies and
hatred.

The 1960s were the period of Havel’s for-

a living organism; a body of people who

mation as an artist and a thinker. He

have something in common that enables

quickly became recognized as one of

them to overcome their differences and

the distinct emerging voices signalizing

reach new insights, with the hidden po-

that the communist system imposed on

tential to unite them again and enable

It is this bold assertion that we should

Speech on Venceslaw square, Prague,

Czechs and Slovaks could not wipe out

them to act in concert around a common

be our starting point for formulating the

10. December 1989

their creative spirit; their need to raise

cause.

We, too, can offer something to you: our experience and the knowledge that has come
from it.”
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questions and think independently; and
their hopes for a more open and less

In May 1968, when the Prague Spring

ideologically constrained future in spite

– a process of reforms launched by the

of the Cold War stalemate in Europe.

Czechoslovak

Communist

Party

to

“endow socialism with human face” –
3

6

It was the atmosphere of the “Golden

was in full swing, Václav Havel visited

Sixties”2 in which Havel formulated his

the United States for the first time. He

basic thoughts about politics and soci-

traveled to New York to see his play

ety and discovered his most character-

Memorandum at the famous “Public The-

istic weapon to fight totalitarianism: the

ater” and spent a few weeks in the city.

power of theater as a unique tool of so-

During this visit he caught the spirit of

cial self-awakening. Havel saw theater

contemporary American “countercul-

as a space where all of the individuals

ture” and returned to Prague full of ex-

involved in the production of a drama

citing experiences, including the sight

7

of artists and “progressive” intellectuals

At first, Havel retreated into his own

protesting against the Vietnam War,

small world inhabited mostly by hommes

organizing magnificent, colorful rallies

de lettres similarly punished for their

in Central Park, and being passionately

participation in the 1968 revolt. In April

engaged in all sorts of activities against

1975, however, he turned his sights on

the US government’s policies. As a play-

one extraordinary reader: He wrote an

wright – someone who was well aware of

open letter to Dr. Gustav Husak, the Sec-

the strong performative aspects of polit-

retary General of the Communist Party

ical life in a free society – he was amazed

and, soon, the President of the Repub-

by the carnival of freedom he observed

lic. 5 In retrospect, this was the moment

in New York and sympathized strongly

Havel declared his individual war on the

and unequivocally with the rebellious

normalized totalitarian regime.

side of the divided American society.
The core of Havel’s argument in this
The contacts Havel established during

letter was as follows: Dr. Husak and

this trip laid the foundations for his fu-

his Party leadership had been quite

ture network of personal relation-ships

successful in meeting the basic goals

with a number of eminent figures from

of “normalization”: reinstalling a true

the American cultural world.

These

“socialist order” in a society dangerous-

were the people who stood by his side

ly weakened by the failed counter-rev-

in the decades to come and raised their

olutionary attempt; forcing people to

voices in protest against the politically

renounce the subversive ideas they

motivated persecutions and incarcera-

still seemed to believe in; and getting

tions he suffered.

their explicit consent for the Soviet

Václav Havel at a discussion with readers, New York, 1968.
Photo © Jan Lukas

occupation, now presented as “fraterThe Soviet-led invasion of Czechoslova-

nal assistance.”

kia that began at dawn on August 21,

with minimal violence, to “convince”

1968 not only terminated the short-lived

the overwhelming majority of Czecho-

“Prague Spring”; it also opened an en-

slovak citizens to distance themselves

tirely new chapter in the contemporary

from the “Ideals of January” to which

history of Czechoslovakia. Within a year

they had sworn their allegiance just

the process of “normalization” was un-

a year ago and accept the new realities.

der way and Havel was finding himself

But because, in order to achieve these

in an entirely new situation. Until then

goals, they had to enthrone collective

he had been a respected figure on the

“lies” as a leading social “norm,” the

official Czechoslovak cultural scene;

“normalizers,” Havel argued, would in-

now, he was shunned from the public

evitably fail at the end of the day. Their

sphere and his books were banned, con-

strategy, aimed exclusively at keeping

demning him to write texts only for him-

the status quo and themselves in power,

self and a close circle of colleagues and

negated the very concept of truth – for

friends in similar situations.

Havel, a fundamental guide in human

4

8

They had managed,

Václav Havel at a demonstration, New York, 1968.
Photo © Jan Lukas
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life and key organizing principle of hu-

small – the number of its active inhab-

and West and “to secure peaceful rela-

ern countries – with the United States

man society. He concluded his letter

itants was never bigger then between

tions between states with different so-

leading by example – were determined

with a prognosis:

one and two thousand – and despite the

cial and political systems,“ as the official

not to yield.

fact that the human rights dialogue with

diplomatic language put it, offered a pos-

“…life may be subjected to a prolonged

the government that Charter 77 had

sibility to open new, unexplored chan-

The dissidents, Havel among them,

and thorough process of violation, enfee-

been calling for never took place, the

nels of international communication.

couldn’t travel abroad to make their

blement, and anesthesia. Yet, in the end, it

movement marked an important mile-

Most important, the “third basket” of

case in international forums, but they

cannot be permanently halted. Albeit qui-

stone in a Czechoslovakia stricken by

the Helsinki Accords contained human

became regular visitors to the American

etly, covertly, and slowly, it nevertheless

the totalitarian plague: an independent

rights provisions and presupposed a sin-

Embassy in Prague. They were invited to

goes on. Though it be estranged from itself

public space emerged for free thinking,

cere and constructive dialogue between

lead political dialogues with their hosts

a thousand times, it always manages in

free exchange of information and free

the parties. The US government was the

and to communicate with the Ambassa-

some way to recuperate; however violent-

creativity of all kinds. Havel was no lon-

first to understand that the very nature

dor’s official and unofficial visitors. They

ly ravished, it always survives, in the end,

ger limited to communicating with his

of human rights dialogue, which became

established important human contacts

the power which ravished it.”6

old fellows from the “Golden Sixties”;

a key element on the agenda of the Hel-

over time and even personal friend-

he could develop his remarkable talent

sinki follow-up diplomatic conferences,11

ships. When Havel said at the end of

To most people in 1975, Havel sounded

for pointing to and describing the rele-

implied a third party that could not be

his Washington speech that Americans

like a lonely prophetic voice speaking in

vant social and political problems of his

left out if the whole process were to be

should understand the way of thinking

the desert. His letter, however, circulat-

times within an open group of free-spir-

really effective and substantively im-

he represented, it was not just an unsub-

ed quickly and was read at large, copied

ited individuals. Havel quickly assumed

prove the political climate in the divided

stantiated desire or an empty diplomatic

and distributed among friends and then

the role of a human rights activist de-

European continent – a party composed

phrase. It was a result of Havel’s empiri-

friends of friends. It certainly didn’t con-

fending the unjustly prosecuted; a pub-

of independent human rights activists,

cal observations tested over the years. It

vince its recipient to change his mind,

lic intellectual taking stand on all kinds

groups like Charter 77, which started to

was his plain and simple conviction that

but it became an appeal for a moral

of “hot” current issues; an essayist and

emerge one after the other in the region

personal, face-to-face communication

awakening of the paralyzed Czechoslo-

pamphleteer; a philosopher of the Soc-

under Soviet domination.

between human beings is the starting

vak society and made at least some peo-

ratic mold; and, of course, a playwright

ple contemplate what they could do to

working on a play powerful enough to

This issue quickly became one of the

was here, in the “human dimension” of

resist the constant pressur1e, bullying

transform the atomized Czechoslovak

hottest and most explosive issues on the

international politics introduced by the

and blackmail of the communist regime

society into a real national community

agenda of East-West negotiations. So-

Helsinki process, where the real begin-

and stop living a lie.

aware of its aspirations.

viet and other Eastern European diplo-

ning of a new chapter in US-Czechoslo-

mats argued repeatedly at the Helsinki

vak relations lay.

point for any political process; that it

Less than two years after Havel sent his

In Charter 77 one can also find the be-

follow-up conferences that communica-

letter, Charter 77 was created: “a loose,

ginning of another important dimen-

tions between the Western governments

At the same time, however, Havel was

informal and open association of people

sion in Havel’s personal relationship

and the individuals perceived by the

well aware of the difference between

of various shades of opinion, faiths and

with America. In its legal reasoning, the

Soviet bloc governments as “state ene-

being a dissident and being a head of

professions, united by the will to strive in-

movement cited the International Cove-

mies” and “subversive elements” were

state. On the one hand, he tried to base

dividually and collectively for the respect-

nants on Human Rights recently ratified

in violation of the agreed principle of

his message in Washington in February

ing of civic and human rights in our own

by the Czechoslovak government as well

“non-intervention in domestic affairs.”

1990 on his personal experiences, but

country and throughout the world.”7 Havel

as the Final Act of the Helsinki Confer-

They tried again and again to suppress

on the other hand, he realized that the

was one of its first spokespersons. 8 Al-

ence on Security and Cooperation in Eu-

as much as possible what started to be

mission he was on now was his third

though the “parallel polis” founded by

rope. The “Helsinki Process,“ launched

called the “human dimension” of the

and most important personal encounter

the declaration of Charter 77 was very

to decrease the tensions between East

Helsinki Process, but in vain. The West-

with America – a very different one from

9

10

10

11

the previous two. As the representative

open communications in all matters of

of the state, he had to take into consider-

common interest, including econom-

ation all aspects of this relationship – es-

ic cooperation, cultural exchange and

pecially its asymmetry – and the lessons

education; cooperation in the realm of

of the past, including the political trage-

human rights, where post-communist

dies that befell Czech and Slovak society

countries, thanks to their history, have

during the “short” 20th century in 1938,

specific “know how” in the ways of civ-

1948 and again 1968.

ic, non-violent resistance to totalitarian

12

forms of government and possible stratWhat should Czechoslovakia ask for

egies for opening from below the path to

from the United States then, at the be-

a genuine democratic transition.

ginning of a new era, drawing on the
knowledge gained from its experience
with totalitarianism? US support for

thinking exclusively in terms of “zones

All important events
in the real world –
whether admirable or
monstrous – always
have their prologue in
the realm of words.

of influence”; mutually beneficial and

A Word About Words, July 1989

and assistance in Czechoslovakia’s reintegration into the free world and its
institutions; a security guarantee from
the strongest democratic power in the
world that “small” democracies would
not be blackmailed or threatened in the
future by bigger powers playing hardball in the realm of global politics and

Václav Havel with George Bush Sr. meeting citizens in front of Prague Castle,
Prague, 1990. Photo © Alan Pajer

Václav Havel with Elizabeth Taylor in the presidential office, Prague, late 1990s.
Photo © Jan Třeštík
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The Legacy
The idea that Václav Havel should think

in Prague but start building a strong

about creating a “presidential library”

network of likeminded international

came from President George W. Bush

partners and collaborating institutions.

during Havel’s last official visit to the

Because of the importance to his legacy

United States as President of the Czech

of his relations with the United States,

Republic in September 2002. The Czech

his wish from the very beginning was to

Republic had no tradition of such an in-

have a strong branch office on American

stitution and Havel was not interested

soil, preferably in New York, a city close

in blindly following the American mod-

to his heart where he spent his first and

el. Instead, he decided to adopt the idea

also his last visit to this country. Unfor-

to the Central European condition.

tunately, his wish didn’t come true until
a few months after his death.

The Václav Havel Library has been regVáclav Havel with Hillary Clinton at Prague Castle, Prague, 1996.
Photo © Přemysl Fialka

istered as a non-profit organization in

The Václav Havel Library13 (VHL) is

the Czech Republic since 2004 and after

based in the heart of Prague, near Národ-

ten years it has grown into a vibrant and

ní třída (National Street) and the Nation-

politically relevant cultural institution.

al Theatre in the classical building where
Havel’s office was located in the last

A sad but important watershed was, of

years of his life. The mission of the VHL

course, the death of Václav Havel in De-

is to preserve and disseminate his legacy.

cember 2011. Havel did not participate
in the Library’s daily activities but, of

Havel’s vision for the Library was as

course, he always had the opportunity to

a vital, living organism that cannot be

give the last word when it came to ques-

overlooked in public and political life.

tions related in one way or another to his

The Library’s agenda, therefore, places

person. His death has opened an entirely

a strong emphasis on events in which

new period and charged the Library team

the public can take part, including meet-

with a challenging task: to become a chief

ings and discussions focused on current

guardian of Václav Havel’s spiritual and

political and social issues, contempo-

political legacy – not only to collect, store

rary history and cultural events. The

and organize relevant documents related

VHL organizes such events on an almost

to it, but also to keep it alive and accessi-

daily basis as part of its public program.

ble, in accordance with the Havel’s intentions, for future generations.
Václav Havel with Bill Clinton in the White House garden, Washington D.C., 1998.
Photo © Alan Pajer
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The permanent exhibition focuses on the
life and work of Václav Havel and draws

Havel’s own vision for his library was to

on the Library’s digital archive, which is

go global – to establish its headquarters

accessible to the public without geograph-

15

ical limitations via the VHL’s website.

themed collections of works by Václav

founder and leader of Viasna. This year

An emphasis on democratic dialogue

At present, the digital archive contains

Havel – for instance, his speeches about

the award went to Anar Mammadli,

is the central motif of the project

more than 30,000 processed documents,

Europe (Europe as a Task), writings about

a renowned Azerbaijani human rights

Havel’s Place, a non-figurative memo-

including rich photographic and au-

theatre, or his most influential essays

defender who has made a marked contri-

rial dedicated to Václav Havel that was

diovisual col-lections. It is a unique re-

(The Power of the Powerless and Other

bution to respect for human rights and

first installed in Washington, at George-

source for researchers studying Václav

Essays) – the VHL is gradually bringing

free elections in his region as the found-

town University. It comprises two chairs

Havel’s work, philosophy and era. The

out previously unpublished texts, in-

er and chairman of the Election Moni-

linked by a round table with a tree grow-

book collection is primarily composed

cluding the radio addresses known as

toring and Democracy Studies Center

ing through its center. Havel’s Place

of Havel’s works, including translations,

Havel’s Talks from Lány and a volume of

(EMDS), which has monitored votes in

is a worldwide project initiated by the

a samizdat collection and contextual lit-

letters and documents from the period of

Azerbaijan since 2001. In 2014, the VHL

Czech ambassador to the US, Petr Gan-

erature. The VHL works not just with in-

his persecution. It also publishes works

organized an international conference

dalovič, and the architect and designer

stitutions but also numerous individual

by Havel’s colleagues and friends that

in honor of the winner and two other fi-

Bořek Šípek as part of Mutual Inspi-

researchers, journalists, artists and stu-

influenced his philosophy, works that

nalists at the Prague Crossroads, an old

rations, a festival dedicated to Václav

dents. It houses a reading room and offers

depict and document the era in which

Gothic church renovated by the Dagmar

Havel organized by the Czech Embassy

expert research assistance. The exhibi-

he lived, and contemporary writings. An

and Václav Havel Foundation Vize 97 as

in Washington in cooperation with vari-

tion and archive also inform the VHL’s ed-

example is The Dispatch Editions Story,

an event and meeting space. The confer-

ous Czech and local partners, including

ucational program, which is provided to

a book about the second biggest samiz-

ences Civic Society: Freedom is Not to

the VHL. The aim of the project is to

schools and used by students in the Czech

dat publishers in the former Czechoslo-

Be Taken for Granted (2013) and Human

create a network of public spaces that

Republic and elsewhere. The Library’s ar-

vakia, offering a nuanced depiction of

Rights 25 Years After (2014) provided

can contribute to the holding of genuine

chive has been a key source for Michael

dissident publishing activities.

a forum for human rights defenders to

dialogue – places where it will be pos-

discuss human rights as a crucial part

sible to hold discussions and reflect on

of Václav Havel’s legacy.

the spirit of the ideals and philosophy

Žantovský’s biography of Havel, which is
awaiting publication in several countries

The VHL also organizes other projects

including the US, and several documenta-

and explores subjects such as Europe

ry films. The VHL recently cooperated in

and its identity, the presidency, the in-

Havel’s emphasis on the European proj-

ton, Havel’s Places have been installed

the first feature-length documentary on

fluence of the Czech philosopher Jan

ect and the coming together of Europe

in Dublin, Barcelona, Venice, Oxford

the story of Havel’s life composed exclu-

Patočka on Havel’s concept of human

after the fall of the Iron Curtain, as well

and, of course, Prague and other Czech

sively of period materials, film and audio

rights, the translation of Havel’s works,

as the power of the powerless, which

cities. Additional locations are being

recordings. Created by Czech-French di-

his dramas and more.

he explores in detail in his most widely

prepared. Alongside the establishment

translated essay, provided the impetus

of that network, a bust of Václav Havel

rector Andrea Sedláčková in coproduc-

of Václav Havel. In addition to Washing-

tion with Czech Television, France’s Arte,

Alongside this essential work, long-term

for the project Václav Havel Europe-

made for the VHL by the Czech-Ameri-

Prague-based production company Nega-

international projects have been set up

an Dialogues. A series of international

can sculptor Lubomír Janečka was un-

tiv, and the VHL, the film will be shown on

as curators of Havel’s legacy. In 2013, the

conferences, public dialogues and dis-

veiled at the Council of Europe building

European television in connection with

Václav Havel Human Rights Prize was

cussions aimed at involving citizens in

in Strasbourg in 2010. The same artist

the 25th anniversary of the Velvet Revo-

established in partnership with the Par-

the debate on Europe was launched this

produced a bust placed on display at the

lution. The VHL also loans out materials

liamentary Assembly of the Council of

year with the conference The Citizen,

US Congress.

from the archive for exhibition purposes

Europe (PACE) and the Charter 77 Foun-

Power and Democracy in Europe’s Cri-

to other institutions in the Czech Republic

dation. Each year the prize recognizes

sis. Alongside events in Bruges and

The establishment of the Václav Havel

and abroad.

outstanding civic action in the defense

Brussels, a dialogue between former

Library Foundation has provided the

of human rights in Europe and beyond.

Czech Prime Minister Petr Pithart and

Prague institution with a stable base

Publishing is another important area of

The first winner was the Belarussian

German President Joachim Gauck was

and partner for the further fulfillment

activity for the VHL. Alongside various

writer and dissident Ales Bialiatski, the

held in Prague in May.

at the international level, particularly in

16
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the US, of the mission that Václav Havel

about Havel and themes connected with

human rights defenders, artists, entre-

co-formulated.

his legacy in Canada or the United States.

preneurs and, of course, politicians. In
its mission statement, the Václav Havel

• I nternational Human Rights and Civil
Society
• Democratic Transitions in the 20 th and

The Václav Havel Library Foundation

The program “Memory,” dedicated to pre-

Initiative for Human Rights and Diplo-

(VHLF)14 was established as a nonprofit

serving and building upon Havel’s life

macy pledges to:

organization in May 2012 with headquar-

and legacy. VHLF’s aim here is to serve

ters at the Bohemian National Hall in

as a “living library” through conferences

“…study and explore the politics of human

Manhattan. Co-chaired by Madeleine Al-

and events relating to issues important

rights, the processes of democratization in

bright, Laura Bush and Dasha Havel, the

to Havel; support of research devoted to

societies that were once under autocratic

Currently, the Václav Havel Initiative is

VHLF is supported by a broad spectrum

themes connected to Havel’s legacy; and

governments, and the experiences of so-

taking the lead in developing an under-

of American political leaders united in

memorials recognizing Havel’s influence

cieties currently in transition around the

graduate Certificate in Human Rights

support of Havel’s name and inspiration.

as a Global Citizen.

world. Our experiential basis and point of

and Political Transitions at Florida In-

departure is Eastern and Central Europe,

ternational University to offer students

Its mission is to complement the Václav

21st Century
• World Politics, International Law and
National Interest of Small States in the
21st Century.

Havel Library in Prague by organizing

The Václav Havel Initiative for Hu-

the home of Václav Havel. Our ambition is

an introduction to human rights as

access to unique materials documenting

man Rights and Diplomacy15 is a re-

to foster partnerships, international dia-

a concept of justice in a globalized, in-

Havel’s accomplishments and network in

cent endeavor by the School for Public

logue and greater global exchange in the

creasingly complex world.

North America. It seeks to create an ef-

and International Affairs (SIPA) at Flori-

areas of human rights, democratization

fective, cutting-edge interactive platform

da International University to strength-

and diplomacy.”

and bridge, using state-of-the-art tech-

en the academic dimension of all of

nologies, that will ensure worldwide un-

these projects to preserve Havel’s leg-

Six areas of interest are defined for fu-

derstanding of Havel’s crucial contribu-

acy internationally and respond to the

ture activities:

tions not only to democratic transition in

need to integrate his ideas and themes

Central Europe but to debates still going

into a broader context of current public

on about a much larger transition of the

discourse, political philosophy and/or

whole global community from the 20th to

political science.

• Contemporary History of Central Eu-

The initiative was launched in 2013 and

• Central European Culture, Literature

the 21st century.

• Central European Political Thought
and Philosophy
rope

Currently, the VHLF is focusing on three

is a priority in SIPA’s future develop-

core programs:

ment, contributing a Central European

and Art

The crisis of
today’s world is
a crisis of human
responsibility and,
thus, it is a crisis of
human identity.
Letters to Olga, March 1982

input to SIPA’s impressive interdisciplin“Havel Oral Histories,” a project whose

ary structure. Through the synergies

goal is to gather, document and pre-

generated by collaboration with exist-

serve stories about and views on Havel

ing SIPA programs, the Václav Havel Ini-

for future generations. The first priority

tiative for Human Rights and Diplomacy

is to interview presidents of the United

will offer students enhanced academic

States, secretaries of state, and other

and research opportunities as well as

notable individuals who knew and/or

scholarships. In line with SIPA’s mis-

were influenced by Václav Havel.

sion, the initiative is intended to serve
as a bridge between higher education

“Havel Archives,” a plan to gather and

and science and the practical world of

make publicly available material by or

engaged citizens, public intellectuals,
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Václav Havel with his friends (from left): Wendy Luers, Květa Dienstbierová, Petr Pithart,
William H. Luers and Karel Schwarzenberg.

Václav Havel delivering a speech at Ellis Island, New York, 2000.
Photo © Karel Cudlín

Václav Havel with vicepresident Al Gore and Stevie Wonder, New York, date unknown.
Photo © Alan Pajer

Václav Havel with his wife Dagmar Havlová and then mayor of New York Rudi Giuliani at Ground Zero,
New York, 2002. Photo © Ondřej Němec
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The Future
The die is cast. Three above mentioned

States Capitol” – enumerates the reasons

entities - The Václav Havel Library, Vá-

why the decision was taken: to recognize

clav Havel Library Foundation and Vá-

Havel’s achievements as a playwright

clav Havel Initiative for Human Rights

and independent thinker; as a human

and Diplomacy – are here, up and run-

rights activist who was ready to go to

ning. They share a common goal: to pre-

jail for his convictions; as a revolution-

serve Václav Havel’s legacy for future

ary who had the courage to step out at

generations. They are ready not only

the right moment and lead his people

to cooperate among themselves, well

from slavery to freedom; and as a mod-

aware that each has its own specific

erate but shrewd politician who man-

niche, and now speaking on behalf of

aged to bring back his country from cap-

two American partners, that central

tivity to the community of free nations,

role belongs to Vaclav Havel Library in

where it has historically and culturally

Prague. They are also ready to use all

always belonged. It also demonstrates

possible synergies such cooperation can

the enduring power of Havel’s life sto-

generate to communicate productively

ry. The resolution was a unanimous,

with and assist others who would like to

bipartisan decision, a rare example of

join them to accomplish this important

consensus, an optimistic sign that de-

mission.

spite controversy and division the possibility for agreement always remains.

Václav Havel and George W. Bush at the White House, Washington D. C., 2002.
Photo © Ondřej Němec
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The decision of the House of Representa-

It is also a vote of confidence in future

tives of the US Congress to honor the life

relations between the United States and

and legacy of Václav Havel by displaying

the Czech Republic, an inspiration for

his bust in the House of Representative

the Czech side to bring its own inputs

wing of the United States Capitol 16 rep-

to Czech-US dialogue and communica-

resents a tremendous boost and oppor-

tion. The presence of the Speaker of the

tunity for those committed to preserv-

Czech Parliament, the Prime Minister

ing his legacy, but it also means a great

and other dignitaries at this ceremony

challenge: it is not an easy task to keep

proves that the message sent out by Res-

Havel’s spirit alive in a world that is

olution 506 was well taken and warmly

changing in front of our eyes.

accepted.

House Resolution 506 – “Honoring the

Today’s world is again facing conflict

life and legacy of Václav Havel by direct-

and uncertainty. The fact that there is no

ing the House of Representatives Fine

Havel at hand to offer his thoughts and

Arts Board to provide for the display

actions is a loss for all of us, but his leg-

of a bust of Václav Havel in the United

acy has the power to inspire. The totali-
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tarianism he spoke about in his speech

sion to protect human dignity and free-

in Washington almost 25 years ago is

dom in our region and in the world is as

not just a matter of the past, but a real

current and vital as ever.

and present danger. Václav Havel’s mis-

1	Havel V., A Joint Session of the U.S. Congress.
Washington, D.C., February 21, 1990, in: The
Art of the Impossible. Politics and Morality in
Practice, trans. by Paul Wilson et al., Alfred A.
Knopf, New York-Toronto, 1997, p. 17–18.

Marta Smolikova

Martin Palous

Executive Director of Vaclav Havel

President of Vaclav Havel Library

Library in Prague

Foundation in New York & Director
of Vaclav Havel Initiative at Florida
International University in Miami

By politics with a spiritual dimension, I do
not understand politics that is merely
technological competition for power, limited
to that which can be practically achieved
and seeking primarily to satisfy this or that
particular interest. Nor do I understand by it
a politics that is concerned merely to promote
a given ideological or political conception.
And I certainly do not mean by it a politics
based on the idea that the end justifies the
means. I understand by it a politics deriving
from a strong and utterly personal sense of
responsibility for the world.
Honorary doctorate of the Wroclaw
University, December 21, 1992
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By politics with a spiritual dimension, I do
not understand politics that is merely
technological competition for power, limited
to that which can be practically achieved
and seeking primarily to satisfy this or that
particular interest. Nor do I understand by it
a politics that is concerned merely to promote
a given ideological or political conception.
And I certainly do not mean by it a politics
based on the idea that the end justifies the
means. I unde rstand by it a politics deriving
from a strong and utterly personal sense of
responsibility for the world.
Honorary doctorate of the Wroclaw
University, December 21, 1992
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